Perfusion of rabbit kidneys with solutions containing propane-1,2-diol.
Propane-1,2-diol (propylene glycol, PG) permeates more rapidly than glycerol, has a strong glass-forming tendency, and appears to have a low toxicity. It is therefore attractive as a potential cryoprotectant for renal preservation. In this paper we compared the effect on subsequent function, of exposing rabbit renal cortical slices to 1 M PG or glycerol in a range of vehicle solutions and we demonstrated a remarkably low toxicity of PG at this concentration. Rabbit kidneys were then perfused with solutions containing PG up to a maximum concentration of 3 M, after which the cryoprotectant was removed and the function of cortical slices prepared from the perfused kidneys was assessed. Marked differences in perfusion characteristics were found between PG and glycerol and between different vehicle solutions for PG, but the two most suitable perfusates, both containing about 100 mM mannitol, permitted normal function in slices prepared after removal of PG. These results indicate that, with an appropriate vehicle perfusate, exposure to PG up to a concentration of 3 mol/liter has remarkably little effect upon vascular resistance and the renal cortical functions measured.